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3000
BC

Square-sailed
ships used in
Egypt
Draft oxen
are used in
Mesopotamia
Potter's
wheel used in
Mesopotamia
Evidence of
soldering
being used in
Iraq

2800
BC

Pyramids are
built in Egypt

2600
BC

Egyptians
invent use of
glassware

2500
BC

Bronze is
developed in
Mesopotamia

2000
BC

Horse drawn
vehicles are
used in Egypt

1750
BC

Tin is
discovered

1500
BC

Copper is
smelted in
China

1400
BC

Iron working
is developed
in the Middle
East

900
BC

Chinese use
natural gas
from wells

Engineers use their imagination and analytical skills to invent,
design, and build things that are useful and desirable. They turn
ideas into reality and are responsible for changing the world and
society.
The word ―engineer‖ is thought to derive from the 11th Century Latin word
“ingeniator” meaning ―to be ingenious‖. But there have always been ―engineers‖
around, using their imagination and analytical skills to invent, design, and build
things. From prehistoric times, mankind has had to be ingenious to survive. So the
early engineers were practical artists and craftsmen creating tools, devices and
structures to provide food and shelter, and to solve the problems of transporting
goods, hunting, farming, fishing and fighting.
After simple tools came the development of wedges, wheels and levers, and the
use of animals to transport loads and fire to work metals. The Egyptians built
pyramids, used sails and made paper; the Greeks produced the screw, the
ratchet, the water wheel and the aeolipile, better known as Hero's turbine; the
Romans built fortifications, roads, aqueducts and water distribution systems; and
the Chinese developed the wheelbarrow, the rotary fan, the sternpost rudder and
gunpowder.
The 'Dark Ages' (roughly, 500 to 1500 AD) saw the development of the
mechanical clock, the art of printing and the technique of heavy iron casting to
produce guns, church bells and machinery. The Renaissance of the 16th century
saw the division of engineering into two disciplines - the architect/engineer, who
built cathedrals and other large buildings, and the military engineer who built
castles, fortifications and instruments of war.
But it was the 18th and 19th centuries that were to see the evolution of
engineering as we know it into a scientific and mathematical discipline.
Coalbrookdale and the Ironbridge Gorge was to play a key role in this
development—as you will discover by following this engineering trail.
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600
BC

550
BC

Archimedean
screw used
for irrigation
in Egypt
Pythagoras'
theorem
proposed

―The

most extraordinary district in the world” (1837)

If you have time visit the Old Furnace at Coalbrookdale—the birthplace
of industry.
THE OLD FURNACE
It was here in 1709 that Abraham Darby first began to smelt iron using coke as a
fuel instead of charcoal. This was the creative leap that would help iron making
break away from dependence on woodlands and water power and become an
industry that has changed how people live, work and communicate across the
world. By exploiting the seemingly unlimited potential of coal and steam power the
iron trade was able to expand dramatically. This breakthrough paved the way for
commercial iron making on a massive scale. Today iron in the form of steel is a
vital ingredient of the global economy and almost 65% of world production starts in
coke fired blast furnaces.

512
BC

Chinese make
cast iron
using blast
furnaces

476
BC

Possible start
of
construction
of the Great
Wall of China

450
BC

Archytas of
Tarentum
invents the
screw

447
BC

Parthenon in
Greece
started

400
BC

Crossbow
developed in
China

270
BC

Water clock
built by
Ctesibius

250
BC

Principle of
buoyancy and
levers
developed by
Archimedes

In 1707 Darby developed a patent for casting. What was the patent for?

200
BC

Romans first
use concrete

Why was it significant?

100
BC

Water Wheels
used in
Greece and
Rome

Darby’s success also led to
other
innovations
in
Coalbrookdale – the first iron
railway wheels, the first cast
iron steam engine cylinders,
the first iron rails, the Iron
Bridge and the first steam
railway locomotive.
18th and 19th Century
visitors came here from all
over the world to learn about
new technologies in iron
making, transport systems
and other manufacturing
industries.
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50 BC Steam engine
invented by
Heron of
Alexandria
190
AD

Chinese
calculate pi to
five decimal
places

400
AD

Term
Chemistry
used by
scholars of
Alexandria to
describe
changing
matter

600
AD

Windmills
used in Iran

834
AD

The rotary
grindstone is
described for
the first time

850
AD

Triangular
sails used in
the
Mediterranean

1040
AD

Gunpowder in
China

1086
AD

Domesday
Book written

VIADUCT
Although the Furnace went out of use in 1818 the foundry buildings around it
remained in use and even expanded to totally enclose the remains of the furnace.
In 1862-1864 the railway viaduct was constructed to carry trains from Wellington to
Buildwas Junction, Much Wenlock and Craven Arms. See how it was ingeniously
cut through the buildings, leaving them standing and still functioning. Indeed, this
stretch of the Great Western Railway was nicknamed the ―Golden Mile‖ due to the
expense of constructing an elevated railway on a sloping curve whilst avoiding
disruption to the works and pool underneath!
The viaduct is made of brick and is in the form of multiple arches. Why was an arch
used?

AGA
As you travel down the valley into Ironbridge you will see a factory to your right,
just below Enginuity. This is the AGA Foundry – a branch of the original
Coalbrookdale Company - that for over 300 years has continued to cast iron at
Coalbrookdale.
Their world famous, iconic product – the Aga – was invented by Dr Gustav Dalén,
a blind Nobel Prize-winning physicist. What is it?

What properties of cast iron make it ideal for this product?
1180
AD

Use of a Glass
mirror
recorded

1232
AD

Rockets
invented in
China to
defend city of
Kaifeng
against
Mongol
invaders
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1250 The
magnifying
AD
glass invented
by Roger
Bacon
1285 Spectacles
are invented
AD
in Italy
1390 The first
paper mill
AD
begins
operating in
Germany
1500 Chinese
scientist Wan
AD
Hu ties 47
gunpowder
Rockets to a
chair in an
effort to make
a flying
machine, but
it explodes
and kills him!
1557 First mention
AD
of the metal
platinum

1570 Pin Hole
Camera
AD
developed

1614 Logarithms
are proposed
AD
by John
Napier
1620 Submarine is
invented by
AD
Cornelius
Drebbel
1622 William
Oughtred
AD
invents the
slide rule

THE RIVER SEVERN
In the 18th Century the River Severn was the main transport link for towns, cities,
villages and farms and was one of the busiest rivers in Europe. By 1800 there were
more than 800 vessels trading between Gloucester and Welshpool. As well as
travelling up and down the river, traffic needed to travel across from one bank to
another. In the 1750s there were at least 6 ferries operating within the Severn
Gorge, carrying both raw materials for industry as well as the workforce.

THE IRON BRIDGE
Completion Date:
Cost:
Length:
Type:
Materials:
Engineer(s):

1779
Over £6000
100 feet
Arch
Cast iron
Abraham Darby III,
Thomas Farnolls Pritchard

What was the purpose of the bridge?

BEDLAM FURNACES
Built in the 1750s these furnaces
represent the earliest survivors of a
'new generation' of blast furnaces built
specifically to use coke as a fuel. The
blast was powered by a water-wheel
which used water pumped from the
river by a steam engine. Castings were
made in the area between the furnace
and the river, and the location was
ideal for transporting products to
market. It is likely that the Bedlam
Furnaces were used to make
components of the Iron Bridge.

THE JACKFIELD BRIDGE
Completion Date:
Length:
Type:
Materials:
Engineer(s):

1994
57m
Asymmetric Cable stayed bridge
Steel and concrete
Percy Thomas Partnership, Gifford & Partners

The bridge had an extremely difficult design brief: no supports were permitted in
the river, which is prone to flooding, and the deck had to be well above flood level
but still link to the existing roads. Moreover the design had to be appropriate to a
World Heritage site famous for engineering innovation.
What did the bridge replace?
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1642
AD

Principles of
hydraulics
are proposed
by Blaise
Pascal

Pascal
invents the
mechanical
adding
machine
1643
AD

Torricelli
makes the
first
barometer
using
mercury in a
sealed glass
column - he
also creates
the first
vacuum
known to
science

1652
AD

Pascal’s laws
of fluid
pressure

1654
AD

Guericke
invents the
vacuum
pump

1656
AD

Pendulum
clock
invented by
Christiaan
Uygens

1666
AD

Newton
discovers
that a glass
prism
separates
white light
into a
spectrum

1668
AD

Reflecting
telescope
invented by
Isaac Newton

Blists Hill was once a thriving industrial community developed around
a canal, working blast furnaces, brick and tile works and mines
producing coal, clay and iron ore. Today the Open Air Museum has
been created to reflect life at the end of the 19th century.
Following this engineering trail will give you an idea of the impact of
key engineering developments on the life of a local community.
Use the map on the back page to help find each exhibit. From the visitor centre
walk into the town, turn left into canal street and then right into the Foundry.

THE FOUNDRY: Casting Iron
Small jobbing foundries like this were common in many towns in late Victorian
Britain. They produced domestic items for a local market.
Pig Iron from Blast Furnaces is
re-melted in a small furnace—
known as a cupola. The cupola
was invented by local
Shropshire Ironmaster, John
Wilkinson, in the late 18th
century. It made it possible for
iron foundries to be located
away from Blast Furnaces in
towns and cities. This
stimulated a demand for cast
iron which was to change the
landscape and the way people
lived. Cast iron became the
material of the new industrial
age. It was used to produce new machinery and steam engines; to construct
frames, columns, windows, roofs and gutters for buildings; to transform streets with
new decorative lamp posts, railings, gates, kerbs, milestones, gates and seats; and
to build railways and locomotives.
The process used here is called green sand casting. Describe the process:

How were heavy items and moulding boxes lifted and moved around the foundry?

On Wednesdays you can see casting here from 11.30am-12.30pm!
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1687 Isaac Newton
publishes
AD
"Principia" his
laws of motion
1701 Seed drill
invented by
AD
Jethro Tull
1705 Thomas
Newcomen
AD
invents a
steam engine
which uses
both
atmospheric
pressure and
low-pressure
steam to
pump water
out of mines

Walk out through Jesse’s Fold. Turn left passed the Print Shop and the
Stone Mason’s then left into:

THE MACHINE SHOP (Jack Crabtree’s Engineering Works)
The machine shop was linked to the foundry and was used to finish the rough
castings by turning, grinding and drilling them. Machinery is driven by a complex
system of line-shafts and belt-drives. They are powered by a steam engine that
was made c1838 by Peel, Williams & Peel of Manchester.
List the machines that you can see and describe their function.
Machine

Function

1709 Abraham
Darby
AD
introduces the
use of coke
for iron
smelting at
Coalbrookdale
1712 Thomas
Newcomen
AD
patents his
atmospheric
engine
1714 Fahrenheit
builds a
AD
mercury
thermometer
using a scale
later named
after him

How do the overhead belts drive the machines?

British
Parliament
offers a prize
of £2000 for a
solution to the
problem of
calculating
longitude
First patent
for a
typewriter
filed by Henry
Milne

Where does the phrase “knocking off” come from?
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1733
AD

Charles
François de
Cisternay Du
Fay discovers
2 types of
static
electricity,
and that like
charges repel
each other
whilst unlike
charges
attract
Force law of
equal and
opposite
electric
charges
found by
Dufay

1737
AD

1738
AD

1742
AD

John Harrison
produces a
naval
chronometer,
allowing
determinatio
n of exact
longitudes at
sea
Daniel
Bernoulli
produces a
theory
explaining
the
relationship
between the
pressure of a
fluid and its
velocity
Anders
Celsius
invents the
Celsius
temperature
scale

(Walk up Colliery Lane to the canal and find the Winding Engine on
your left)
The Winding Engine House
The first steam engines were static and
developed for the mining industry to pump
water out of mine shafts.
Several shafts were sunk at Blists Hill in
the late 18th Century and operated until
1941. This shaft reached a depth of 83m
(600ft) through varied seams of clay, coal
and iron ore. Coal and iron ore went to the
blast furnaces, and clay crossed the canal
to the Brick and Tile Works.
What was the winding engine used for?

(Enter the Winding House)
Notice the Giant flywheel. What was this used for?

(Walk along the canal towards the Madeley Brick and Tile Works. Can
you see the black steam locomotive? You can cross over for a closer
look if you wish...)

The Trevithick Locomotive
In 1802-3 Richard Trevithick, a Cornish engineer,
and inventor, built a steam
locomotive at
Coalbrookdale. The locomotive
you are looking at is a working
replica, constructed in 1990 by
GKN Sankey, Telford, using a
drawing in the Science Museum,
London.
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What was special about this steam locomotive?
1749
AD

The Chinese
method of
refrigeration
is explained
by JeanJacques d'
Ortous de
Mairan, who
realises that it
is based on
the cooling
effect of
evaporation the principle
of the modern
refrigerator

1751
AD

Nickel is
discovered by
A.F. Cronstedt
in Stockholm,
Sweden

1755
AD

Magnesium is
discovered by
Joseph Black
in Edinburgh

1761
AD

Joseph Black
discovers
latent heat

1764
AD

Hargreaves
invents the
spinning
jenny

1766
AD

Hydrogen
discovered by
Henry
Cavendish

1769
AD

Watt invents
the modern
steam engine



 Can you see the remains of brick columns leading across the canal from the
brick works? These would have carried one of several bridges used to take
raw materials, finished products and workmen back and forth across the
canal.

Take a look at the

crane on the canal wharf

used for loading and unloading materials from
the tub boats

Cugnot's
carriage is the
first large
steam
tractor— it is
slow, clumsy
and difficult to
control
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1769
AD

1772
AD

Richard
Arkwright
invents a
water powered
spinning frame
to mechanize
cotton
weaving
Nitrogen is
discovered by
Daniel
Rutherford

1773
AD

Captain Cook's
ship
Resolution
crosses the
Antarctic circle

1774
AD

James Watt
moves to
Birmingham
and enters a
partnership
with Matthew
Boulton,
designing and
manufacturing
steam engines
Manganese
discovered by
J.G. Grahn in
Stockholm,
Sweden

1775
AD

1776
AD

Priestley
discovers
hydrochloric
and sulphuric
acid
Lavoisier
invents
oxygen cutting
of metals

(Turn back and walk along the Canal towpath)
TRANSPORT :The Shropshire Canal
I n 1788 an Act of Parliament granted permission for a new canal—the Shropshire
Canal—to be built to link the mines and ironworks of the Oakengates area with the
River Severn.
The Canal was designed to carry tub-boats—a cheap way of transporting raw
materials and finished goods. They were 20 feet long and cost less than £20 to
build. They were pulled by horses along a towpath—one horse pulling up to 20
boats carrying a cargo of 6 tons.
The whole of the canal bottom was lined with a local material to keep the water in.
What was it?

There were often landslips in the Blists Hill area, partly because of the mining.
These caused leaks, which could drain all the water from the canal.

As you walk along the canal look out for 3 “stop-locks”. These allowed a
stretch of canal to be drained for repairs without needing to drain the whole
level. Stop planks were placed in the grooves of two locks and the gaps
between them sealed. A valve would then be opened to let out the water
from the section of canal between the two locks so that repair work could be
carried out.
Although the canal was designed to meet the needs of existing industry, it also
attracted new industry:
Prior to the arrival of the canal Coalport was described as “a very rugged
uncultivated bank, which scarcely produced even grass” (Joseph Plymley).
Soon after the canal arrived it had acquired a chain-makers, two potteries
and a rope and bag making factory.
Blists Hill Blast Furnaces were built alongside the canal between 1832 and
1844 by the Madeley Wood Company to replace the Bedlam Furnaces.
In 1851 the Madeley Wood company established an extensive Brick and Tile
Works alongside the canal to make use of the seams of brick, tile and fireclay
which their mines were producing in addition to coal and ironstone.
What would have been transported along this canal?

Take a look at the top of the Blast Furnaces on your right as you pass them.
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1777
AD

1779
AD

Lavoisier
proposes
idea of
chemical
compounds
made of
elements
The World's
first iron
bridge is
constructed
across the
River Severn
at
Ironbridge,
England

1780
AD

Chromium is
discovered
by N.L.
Vanquelin in
Paris, France

1781
AD

Uranus
discovered
by William
Herschel

1783
AD

Michel and
Montgolfier
invent the
hot air
balloon; de
Rozier
becomes the
first person
to fly,
altitude
1800m
First
parachute
used by
Sebastien
Lenormand
when he
jumps from
the tower of
Montpelier
Observatory
in France

(Follow the canal along to the end)

The Hay Inclined Plane
Rivers and canals were linked together to work as
one unit. Different land levels were connected by
locks—which were wasteful of water—or inclined
planes.
The Hay Incline was revolutionary when it opened
in 1792. It was equivalent to 27 locks and was
worked by only 4 men. It could pass a pair of 6 ton
boats 207 feet in 4 minutes. It would have taken 34 hours by using locks.
How did the inclined plane work?

Can

you see the brick chimney and remains of the engine house that

supplied power for the machinery?
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1785 Cartwright
invents the
AD
power loom
for producing
cloth
James Watt's
steam engine
first used to
power a
cotton mill

 Until 1800 hemp ropes were used on the incline. These were later replaced
by wrought iron chains which were stronger, but still had a record of
mechanical failure. They in turn were replaced by wire rope: while flaws in
chain links or solid steel bars can lead to catastrophic failure, flaws in the
wires making up a cable are less critical as the other wires easily take up the
load. Friction between the individual wires and strands, as a consequence of
their twist, further compensate for any flaws. Initially wrought iron wires were
used, but today steel is the main material used for wire ropes.

Why does the canal widen into a “canal basin” at the top of the Inclined Plane?
1790 Semaphore
invented by
AD
Claude
Chappe
1791 Titanium
discovered by
AD
Rev. William
Gregor in
Cornwall,
England
1794 First liquid
battery built
AD
by Alessandro
Volta
1796 Jenner
discovers
AD
smallpox
vaccination
1800 Ampere
discovers
AD
properties of
magnetic field
produced by
electric
current
William
Cruikshank is
the first to
use chlorine
to purify
water
1801 John Dalton
AD
publishes his
law of partial
pressures for
gases

(Follow the Miners’ Walk down the side of the inclined plane and then
right back towards the Lower Town)

Look out for the Toll House and Squatters’ Cottage.
The Shelton Tollhouse was built in 1829. It was
designed by Thomas Telford for the Holyhead
Road at Shelton and relocated to Blists Hill. It was
used to collect tolls from road users – travelers
paying different amounts depending on how many
horses or oxen were pulling their vehicle.

The Squatters’ Cottage was once home to up to 9
people at the same time. It got its name because
the people who built it and lived in it ―squatted‖ on
land that they did not actually own. Instead they
paid an annual rent to the land owner—called a
fine. The cottage was moved here in the 1970s. In
its original location the nearest drinking water was
over half a mile away.
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1803
AD

Atomic
theory
proposed by
John Dalton
Dalton
composes
the law of
definite
proportions
in chemistry

(As you enter Lower Town you will see the mine railway to your right)

Clay Mine and Railway

.

 For an additional cost you can have a ride on the underground tour and learn
more about the lives and working conditions of miners in Victorian Britain.

What would clay from this mine have been used for?
Type of Clay

Richard
Trevithick
constructs
the first
steam
locomotive

Use

Red Clay

White Clay
1804
AD

The first
canning
factory is
opened
following the
invention of
the process
by Nicholas
Appert, a
French
sweet maker
Rockets
developed
by the
British Army
Corp reach a
height of
1830m

Fire Clay

Why were steam engines important to the mining industry?

German
inventor
Freidrich
Winzer
(Winsor)
patents coal
gas lighting

1806
AD

Sodium is
discovered
by Humphry
Davy

 At your age you could have been working down a mine like this. Look at the
“People and Clay” panel and find out more about the working conditions.
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(Walk across the green to the boat “Spry”)
1807
AD

The Danish
physicist and
chemist Hans
Christian
Oersted
starts
looking for a
connection
between
electricity
and
magnesium
Fulton
invents the
steamboat

The Spry
Trows were a type of sailing barge
used on the river Severn for
transporting goods. Hundreds of
them once travelled up and down the
river Severn between Welshpool and
Bristol, lowering their masts to pass
beneath the many bridges on the
route. The Spry is the only remaining
Severn Trow and was built by
William Hurd of Chepstow in 1893.
What would the Spry have transported?

Potassium is
discovered
by Sir
Humphrey
Davy in
London
1814
AD

Stephenson
invents the
locomotive
engine
The Times of
London
introduces
the first
steam-press

1815
AD

1821
AD

Sir Humphry
Davy invents
the safety
lamp
Electric
motor
invented by
Michael
Faraday
Thermoelectricity
discovered
by Thomas
Seebeck

Take a look at the wrought iron canal tub boat in front of the Spry
(Walk along to the shed housing David and Samson)

David and Samson
These are steam blowing engines which worked at
an ironworks about six miles from Blists Hill. They
were in operation until 1952.
Blowing engines are large stationary steam
engines directly coupled to air pumping cylinders.

Notice the giant flywheel like the one for the
winding engine
What were Blowing Engines used for?

Take a look at the cast iron staircase and the “anti-slip” cast iron plates on the
floor
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1824
AD

Fourier series
used for
general
solution of
heat
conduction
equation by
Jean Baptiste
Joseph
Fourier
Electromagn
et invented
by William
Sturgeon

1825
AD

Discovery of
Ampere's
Force Law
Stockton and
Darlington
Railway is
the World's
first public
transport
system

1827
AD

(Turn and walk back to the Blast Furnaces)
BLISTS HILL BLAST FURNACES
These three Blast Furnaces
were built by the Madeley
Wood Company in 1832,
1840 and 1844. They
remained in use until 1912.
The furnaces were clad with
wrought iron plates and were
about 50ft high. Above the
remnants of the bases rises
a retaining wall pierced with
Gothic arches, behind which
were
blacksmiths’
workshops and storerooms.
The blast was produced by
steam powered vertical
blowing engines.
The Furnaces are built into the side of the bank so that the charging area is on the
same level as the canal. Why was this?

Ohm's law
proposed by
Georg Ohm

Why were they called Blast Furnaces?
Phosphorus
matches
invented by
John Walker
The German
chemist
Friedrich
Wöhler
develops a
new method
to prepare
aluminium in
pure form.
Aluminium
remains the
most
expensive
metal on
Earth

Why was the iron from a Blast Furnace called pig iron?

What two types of iron could you make from pig iron?

1.
2.
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1829
AD

1830
AD

1831
AD

1833
AD

The term
'kinetic
energy' is
used for the
first time
The first
railroad,
between
Liverpool and
Manchester
opens

John Lane
develops the
steel plough

Charles
Babbage
draws up the
first plans for
a digital
computer
Second law of
thermodynamics
proposed by
Benoit-Pierre
Clapeyron

1836
AD

GR Morton Ironworks
This is a typical 19th century ironworks demonstrating the varied processes of
puddling, rolling and shingling that were used to convert pig iron from the Blast
furnace into wrought iron.
The building is an 1815
cast-iron framed smithy
building
from
the
Woolwich
dockyard,
whilst the machinery and
furnaces housed within
are from Walmsley’s Atlas
works in Bolton.

Faraday
(England) and
Henry (U.S.)
independently
discover that
a current is
produced in a
wire when it
is moved near
a magnet

At a meeting
of the British
Association
for the
Advancement
of Science,
William
Whewell uses
the term
'scientist' for
the first time
1834
AD

(Walk across the street to GR Morton Ironworks)

The combine
harvester is
used for the
first time in
the USA

Wrought iron was a key
material in 19th century
industry—and by 1850
some 3 million tons were
being produced annually
in Britain.
From the mid 19th century, when the Bessemer process of making steel was
developed, steel began to replace wrought iron. Now, the Ironbridge ironworks is
the only works in the country that still produces wrought iron using traditional
techniques.
Can you spot these key features and describe the processes?
Puddling Furnace

Steam Shingling
Hammer

Forge Train

Ball Furnace

Finishing Train
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Major Milestones in
Engineering
1837
AD

Braille is
invented by
Louis Braille

1838
AD

John Ericsson
develops the
screw
propeller

1839
AD

Integral law
of
electrostatics
and magneto
statics given
by Karl
Friedrich
Gauss

See if the Blacksmiths are at work.
List some items made out of wrought iron and describe the properties that made it
suitable for purpose.
Use

Properties

Fuel Cell
invented by
William
Grove
Goodyear
invents
vulcanized
rubber
1841
AD

Heat effect of
electric
current is
found by
James
Prescott
Joule
The carbonzinc battery
is invented
by Robert
Bunsen

1866
AD

Dynamite
invented by
Alfred Nobel

1869
AD

Suez Canal is
completed

1870
AD

Zenobe T.
Gramme
perfects the
ring
armature the first
practical
electrical

Many famous monuments were constructed using wrought iron, including: the
inside of the Statue of Liberty; the Eiffel Tower; the Menai Straits bridge; and
Brunel’s SS Great Britain, for which the plates were made at Coalbrookdale.



You can see the ironworks in action on You Tube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sV_kHxdbTn0

Walk back up Furnace Bank towards the entrance Visitor Centre. As you pass
Canal Street on your right, take a look at the Jack Crabtree Bicycle Shop.

JACK CRABTREE
20 years after the Boneshaker first appeared in the 1860s, most of
the basic elements of modern bicycle design had appeared. By
1890 a standard design – with diamond frame, equal sized wheels
and straight or drop handlebars – had been adopted and has
remained much the same until the present day. Advances in
materials science have been the driving force behind new
developments.
The bicycle was to have a great impact socially and industrially, and helped pave
the way for the motor industry by:
Helping develop metalworking techniques for manufacturing
components such as ball bearings, washers, gears and sprockets

special

Experimenting with industrial models such as mechanization, mass production,
vertical integration
Developing marketing through advertising campaigns, annual model change
and introduction of an ―accessory‖ range
Lobbying for better roads
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Major Milestones in
Engineering
1876
AD

1877
AD

Telephone
invented by
Alexander
Graham Bell
Four stroke
internal
combustion
engine
invented by
Nikolaus Otto

RAILWAY TRANSPORT
Opposite the Bicycle Shop you will see a Goods Shed and railway sidings. Blists
Hill was on the line between Madeley and Coalport, and steam locomotives like
Peter—the green engine outside the Visitor Centre—would climb up the steep
gradient of 1 in 39 using the siding to be loaded with products from Blists Hill.
What do you think the trucks would be loaded with?

Edison
invents the
phonograph
1879
AD

Electric light
bulb invented
by Thomas
Edison

1881
AD

First colour
photograph
taken by
Frederic Ives

1882
AD

Edison
creates the
first large
power station
in NY

1884
AD

The first
steam turbine
generator for
making
electricity is
developed
and patented
by Charles
Parsons

1885
AD

First petrol
driven car
takes to the
road,
designed by
Karl Benz

VISITOR CENTRE
Take a look at the 3D Map of the Ironbridge Gorge and the surrounding areas on
your way out. You will see how the unique geography and natural resources of the
Gorge made it ideal for the manufacture and export of all the goods made here.

Eastman
invents the
box camera
1889
AD

Hollerith
invents the
first
calculating
machine,
using punch
cards
Eiffel Tower
completed
18

Major Milestones in
Engineering
1891
AD

Zip fastener
invented by
Whitcombe
Judson

1892
AD

Diesel Engine
invented by
Rudolf Diesel

1895
AD

X-rays
discovered
by Wilhelm
Rontgen
Marconi
invents
antenna and
wireless
telegraph
(short
distance)

1897
AD

Electron
discovered
by Sir Joseph
Thomson

1900
AD

Paul Karl
Ludwig Drude
shows that
moving
electrons
conduct
electricity in
metals

1900
AD

Count
Ferdinand
von Zeppelin
builds his
first rigid
airship

1903
AD

Orville Wright
covers 120
feet in 12
seconds in
the first
heavier than
air machine,
the 'Wright
Flyer'

1905
AD

Einstein
publishes
papers on
the special
theory of
relativity

Major Milestones in
Engineering

What impact do you think this area had on the
development of engineering?

1907 The first
helicopter free
AD
flight is made
by Paul Cornu
at Lisieux,
France
1908 Ford produces
the Model T
AD
automobile
1909 Louis Bleriot
crosses the
AD
English
1910 Thomas
Edison
AD
demonstrates
the first
talking motion
picture
1912 Titanic sinks
on it's maiden
AD
voyage, 1513
lives lost
1913 Ford adds the
assembly line
AD
to his
automobile
plant
Mary Phelps
Jacob invents
the bra in New
York
Gideon
Sullivan
invents the
zipper
1914 The Armoured
Tank was
AD
invented by
Ernest
Swinton
The first cross
continental
telephone call
made
1915 Lusitania sunk
without
AD
warning by a
German
submarine,
1198 people
died
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